
Ergotron® Mobile Carts
These versatile, height-adjustable mobile carts untether users, freeing them to wheel 

their technology wherever it’s needed. Mobile carts turn any space into a productive 

environment that brings movement, flexibility, comfort, and well-being to each user. 

Durable and dependable, they fit a variety of work flows and workstyles, making them  

ideal for office, education, healthcare, and hospitality environments.



Keeping People Moving

The Ergotron mobile cart product line features a height-adjustable platform surface that 

can accommodate almost any tablet or laptop. The surfaces allow sit-to-stand freedom of 

movement and user control. Ergonomically designed, they help users reduce eye, neck, 

and back discomfort. Patented technology in all Ergotron carts lends stability throughout 

the height-adjustment range. Like all Ergrotron products, they provide great value with 

years of trouble-free operation.

Features

Ergotron mobile carts are offered in various styles that can be customized to enable 

greater user efficiency and comfort and encourage collaboration. Options include monitor 

arms, extensions, and conversion kits to equip the carts with monitors, keyboards, laptops, 

tablets, projection devices, storage and more. For easy movement across a carpet or 

flooring, the carts have four gliding dual casters; the front pair is lockable.

TeachWell® Mobile Digital Workplace

• Sit-to-stand performance – Features a height-adjustable platform that moves the  

keyboard display and worksurface in one simple, fluid motion.

• Space-efficient footprint – Fits in tight spots and helps reduce total infrastructure 

investment.

LearnFit® Sit-Stand Desk 

• Ideal for education – Transforms classrooms into active learning environments with  

simple, on-demand height-adjustability.

• Student- and teacher-friendly – Fits ages 12 to adult for sit-stand, or ages 6 and above  

for stand-only.

LearnFit Adjustable Standing Desk 

• Lightweight design – Moves easily into different classroom configurations to  

enhance learning.

• Broad adjustment range – Fits ages 9 through adult at standing height.

Neo-Flex® Laptop Cart

• Well-appointed – Comes with a laptop security system, 20 inches (51 cm) of height 

adjustment (work sitting or standing), large worksurface, small footprint, and a rugged, 

open-architecture design.

• Laptop security system – Offers theft deterrent protection as well as stability against 

unintentional bumps.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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